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1. Introduction
The most robust model for short gamma-ray bursts (sGRBs) is the merger of two com-
pact objects, such as two neutrons stars (NS-NS) or a neutron star and a black hole
(NS-BH). The timescales and energetics involved in the merger have always made these
systems plausible progenitors for sGRBs (Eichler et al. 1989; Narayan et al. 1992), but
other clues including the location of these bursts in their host galaxies, the lack of as-
sociated supernovae, and the observed sGRB rates have provided convincing evidence
that these bursts are associated with the older stellar populations expected of compact
objects (Rosswog & Ramirez-Ruiz 2003; Fox et al. 2005; Soderberg et al. 2006a; Lee
& Ramirez-Ruiz 2007; Berger et al. 2009; Kocevski et al. 2010; Leibler & Berger 2010;
Fong et al. 2010; Berger 2010; Fong et al. 2013, 2014). The recent detection of gravi-
tational waves from a neutron star merger (Abbott et al. 2017) and the associated short
gamma-ray burst (Abbott et al. 2017b) have provided the smoking-gun evidence that at
least some sGRB progenitors result from binary neutron star mergers.
There has been a concerted effort to follow up short GRBs with the goal of detect-
ing the afterglow and potentially learning more about this class of gamma-ray bursts
(for a review, see Berger (2014)). To date, about 93%, 84%,, and 58% of sGRBs have
been followed up in the X-ray, optical, and radio respectively (Fong et al. 2015). Of
these follow-up efforts, 74% have an X-ray afterglow, 34% have been seen in the opti-
cal, and only 7% in the radio.
Radio emission in particular has been suggested as a useful tool to help elucidate
sGRBs (Nakar & Piran 2011; Metzger & Berger 2012; Berger 2014; Hotokezaka et al.
2016; Resmi 2017). In the classic fireball model (Meszaros & Rees 1997; Sari, Piran,
& Narayan 1998), the afterglow emission comes from synchrotron radiation from the
forward (and sometimes reverse) shock of the blast wave; the radio component tends
to peak at later times, farther from the central engine, more clearly probing the circum-
stellar environment of the progenitor (compared to the optical and X-ray occurring at
earlier times, closer to the cataclysmic event). In addition, the radio afterglow can in
principle be detected when the jet has decelerated (so that the radiation is not strongly
beamed), and be detected even when the observer is not aligned with the axis of the
GRB jet (as a so-called orphan afterglow; Levinson et al. (2002); Totani & Panaitescu
(2002)), or potentially (if there is enough baryon contamination) from a hot cocoon
surrounding the merger site (Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2002; Murguia-Berthier et al. 2014;
Lazzati et al. 2016). Finally, models of compact object mergers predict a significant
amount of mass tidally ejected during the merger process (?Rosswog 2005; Oechslin et
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al. 2007; Korobkin et al. 2012) which can radiate in several ways, including via shocks
with the external medium (Nakar & Piran 2011). These latter two emission scenarios
are particularly exciting as they are potential electromagnetic counterparts (and hence
carry additional important information) to a gravitational wave signal from a double
neutron star (DNS) merger event.
2. Radio Emission Components from Compact Object Mergers
In the standard picture of a relativistic external blast wave, the onset of the afterglow
occurs around the deceleration time - i.e. when the blast wave has swept up enough ex-
ternal material to begin to decelerate tdec ∝ (E/n)1/3Γ−8/3 (Blandford & McKee 1976).
Assuming the emission mechanism is primarily synchrotron radiation one can calculate
the characteristic synchrotron break frequencies at this time, depending on the global
and microphysical parameters of the burst. These characteristic frequencies are νa, the
synchrotron self-absorption frequency, νm, the frequency corresponding to the “mini-
mum” (characteristic) electron energy, and νc, the frequency corresponding to the en-
ergy at which an electron loses most of its energy to radiation These expressions are
given in Table 2 of Granot & Sari (2002) for both a constant density and wind medium.
In general, νa < νm < νc for the forward shock component. We can - in the context
of this model - calculate how the frequencies evolve with time and when they enter the
radio band. For optically thin emission, νm is usually the most relevant - i.e. the flux is
brightest at this frequency and it should dominate the spectrum in the radio band (here,
we focus on optically thin emission keeping in mind this provides upper limits to what
we should detect in the radio band, although see the brief discussion of the effects of
self-absorption below). The cooling frequency νc generally stays well above the radio
band for an extended time (this may in any case be an oversimplification of the acceler-
ation and cooling processes - see e.g. Lloyd & Petrosian (2000) for a discussion on how
realistic continual acceleration of particles eliminates this characteristic frequency). For
the reverse shock, the minimum electron frequency is roughly νm,RS ≈ νm/Γ2 (assum-
ing the fraction of energy in the magnetic field is roughly the same for the forward and
reverse shock, as explained below), and thus peaks in the radio at earlier times than
the forward shock. We discuss the radio emission from the different components of a
compact object merger below.
2.1. Jet Forward Shock
For a constant density medium, we consider the peak flux at νm when it enters the radio
band. This frequency is given by:
νm = 1015Hz ·
{
3.73(p − 0.67)(1 + z)1/22e 1/2B E1/252 t−3/2days
}
(1)
where p is the electron energy power-law index, z is the redshift, e is the fraction of
energy in the electrons, B is the fraction of energy in the magnetic field, E52 is the
isotropic equivalent energy normalized to 1052 ergs and tdays is the time normalized to
a day. Notice this expression is particularly sensitive to the fraction of energy in the
electrons.
The peak flux at this frequency is given by:
fp(νm) = 9930µJy ·
{
(p + 0.14)(1 + z)1/2B n
1/2E52d−2L28
}
(2)
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2.2. Jet Reverse Shock
There have been many studies of the reverse shock from a relativistic blast wave (e.g.,
Meszaros & Rees (1997); Sari & Piran (1999); Kobayashi (2000); Zhang et al. (2003);
Kobayashi & Zhang (2003); Zou et al. (2005) and references therein), and the early-
time radio flare observation of GRB 990123 has been attributed to the reverse shock
(Kulkarni, Frail & Sari 1999; Nakar & Piran 2005). In addition, Soderberg & Ramirez-
Ruiz (2003) examined the expected strength of the reverse shock in six long GRBs, and
were able to constrain the hydrodynamic evolution and bulk Lorentz factors of these
bursts from this component.
As pointed out by these references and others, the evolution of the flux and break
frequencies in the reverse shock depends on whether the blast wave is Newtonian or rel-
ativistic (among other factors), which in turn is related to the shell thickness ∆ estimated
from the observed prompt gamma-ray burst duration T by ∆ ∼ cT/(1 + z). For a thick
shell, ∆ > l/2Γ8/3, where l is the Sedov length in an ISM medium ≡ (3E/4pinmpc2)1/3,
the reverse shock has time to become relativistic and the standard Blandford-McKee
solution applies. For a thin shell, the reverse shock remains Newtonian and the Lorentz
factor of this shock evolves as ΓRS ∼ r−g, with g ∼ 2 (Kobayashi 2000). Short bursts
with T < 1s are likely in the thin shell - and therefore Newtonian - regime. However,
we note that for a range of g values, the time evolution of the flux and characteristic
frequencies are fairly similar between the relativistic and Newtonian regimes.
Generally speaking, because of the higher mass density in the shell, the peak flux
in the reverse shock fp,RS will be higher by a factor of Γ relative to the forward shock,
fp,RS ≈ Γ fp,FS (3)
but the minimum electron frequency in the reverse shock νm,RS will be lower by a factor
of Γ2,
νm,RS ≈ νm,FS /Γ2 (4)
assuming the forward and reverse shock have the same fraction of energy in the mag-
netic field (not necessarily a well-justified assumption).
2.2.1. Self-absorbed Reverse Shock
At radio wavelengths, synchrotron self-absorption should be considered - under certain
conditions lower energy photons are self-absorbed, and the flux is suppressed. Self-
absorption may be particularly relevant in the region of reverse shock, where the density
is higher relative to the forward shock region. Resmi & Zhang (2016) calculated the
relevance of the self-absorption frequency and flux in the reverse shock, before and
after shock crossing. For later time radio emission, we consider the frequencies and
fluxes after the shock crosses the thin shell (but see their Appendix A.1 for expressions
in all ranges of parameter space).
Roughly, at the high radio frequencies we are considering here, the flux at the time of
the peak can be obtained from equation 30 of Resmi & Zhang (2016):
fp,RS = fp,RS ,νm(νa,RS /νm,RS )
−β (5)
where β = (p − 1)/2.
The reverse shock flux is suppressed at a minimum by factors ranging from about 0.3 to
0.01. We emphasize again, therefore, that our estimates are upper limits to the emission
from the reverse shock.
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2.3. Jet Off-axis Emission
Because GRB outflows are relativistic, off-axis emission is highly suppressed due to
the relativistic beaming of the radiation. However, once the Lorentz factor decreases
to a value on the order of the inverse of the viewing angle of the observer, Γ ∼ 1/θv,
the flux is similar to an on-axis observer (Rhoads (1997); Granot et al. (2002); See also
Figures 7 and 8 of Granot & van der Horst (2014)).
As a simple estimate of the peak of the off-axis emission, we calculate the flux at
a time when the blast wave is no longer relativistic, so that the radiation is no longer
relativistically beamed and is detectable to an observer well off-axis. This time - which
occurs after the jet break time - is also an upper limit to the time of detection of the
unbeamed flux. The blast wave becomes non-relativistic around ∼ 1yr(E52/n)1/3 (Piran
2004); at this time, νm is usually well below the typical observed radio band. Hence, to
estimate the radio emission we need the flux above νm at a time when the blast wave has
decelerated enough to become non-relativistic. Using Frail, Waxman, Kulkarni (2000),
the flux at 8.46GHz at the non-relativistic transition is:
Fν>νm = 1635µJy{(1 + z)e3/4B n3/4E52(t/tNR)3(1−p)/2+3/5
d−2L28(ν/8.46GHz)
(1−p)/2(θ j/0.1)2}
(6)
where θ j is the physical opening angle of the jet. Note there are many ways to model
off-axis emission (see, e.g. Nakar, Piran, & Granot (2002), Soderberg et al. (2006b),
Waxman (2004), Oren et al. (2004)), depending on the underlying assumptions of the
behavior of the jet. This emission - the magnitude and time of the of the peak flux in
particular - depends of course on the observer viewing angle (for a recent estimation of
radio flux dependence on viewing angle, see Carbone & Corsi (2018)). We emphasize
again that we have taken the very conservative estimate of the flux at a time when the
blast wave is non-relativistic, and the emission is isotropic and observable to viewers at
all angles.
2.4. Tidal or Dynamical Ejecta
In addition to emission from the jet component, there is also emission from mass either
dynamically ejected or from winds during the merger process (Rosswog et al. 1999;
Ruffert & Janka 2001; Yamamoto, Shibata, & Taniguchi 2008; Rezzolla et al. 2010).
This mass (typically in the range from ∼ 0.01 − .1M) is ejected with a velocity βi =
v/c ∼ 0.1 (Nakar & Piran 2011), and can shock with the external medium, emitting
in the radio band. We note that some simulations have found higher values for the
tidal ejecta velocity, ∼ 0.2c − 0.3c, (e.g. Radice et al. (2016)), which will increase
the values of the peak flux; however, this value depends strongly on the equation of
state of the neutron star, and a definitive value for the ejecta velocity from neutron star
mergers is far from settled (for a brief discussion of this issue, see Metzger (2017)).
We note importantly that the bulk of the ejecta mass (which likely came from the wind
component of the merger) from GW170817 was fit with a velocity of 0.08c Troja et al.
(2017).
If the observed frequency is above the minimum electron frequency νm and the
self-absorption frequency νa - both expected to be less than around 1GHz for canonical
values of energies and densities for mergers - then the flux will peak at a time (Nakar
& Piran 2011; Nakar, Piran, & Rosswog 2013):
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tdec ≈ 300daysE1/351 n−1/3β−5/3i (7)
Where tdec = Rdec/cβi is the deceleration time (when the ejecta has swept up mass
comparable to its own at a radius Rdec; after tdec, the flow decelerates in Sedov-Taylor
flow β ≈ βi(R/Rdec)−3/2).
The peak of the specific flux occurs at tdec and is given by (Nakar & Piran 2011):
Fν>νm ≈ 4012µ JyE52n
p+1
4 
p+1
4
B 
p−1
e β
5p−7
2
i d
−2
28 (
νobs
8.46GHz
)−
p−1
2 (8)
Note our change of units compared to Nakar & Piran (2011) and Berger (2014),
that B and e are the absolute, non-normalized values, and νobs is the observed fre-
quency normalized to 8.46 GHz.
3. Predicted Radio Emission from a Compact Merger
Figure 1 shows the predicted radio flux at 8.46 GHz from the forward shock (blue
circles), reverse shock (red stars), off-axis emission (green squares), and tidal ejecta
(light blue diamonds) for different models, described in the figure caption. For the top
panels of Figure 1, we drew each of the physical GRB parameters from a Gaussian
distribution with a normalized mean of 1, except for the electron energy power-law
index which was fixed at p = 2.3, and - in the case of the tidal ejecta component - an
ejecta velocity of βi = 0.1. We used a mean density of 0.1 cm−3, a mean energy of
E = 1050erg, a mean Lorentz factor of 50, and a mean redshift of 0.3. The averages of
the parameters e and B varied from 0.1 to 0.01. These plots show that the variation in
GRB parameters can give a wide range of flux values.
For the bottom panels in Figure 1, we plot the predicted radio fluxes, where spec-
tral parameters were taken from distributions that mimic the observed or fitted distribu-
tions from Fong et al. (2015). The difference between these two bottom panels is the
choice of standard deviation of the density distribution in log space (2.5 and 1.5 for the
left and right panels respectively). Again, there is a large distribution in flux from the
various emission components for our choice of spectral parameters. In principle, we
may be able to distinguish these components from the time at which they peak in the
radio. This is relatively well delineated, with the reverse shock peaking earliest, then
the forward shock, off-axis emission and finally, the dynamical ejecta component. As
is always the case with gamma-ray bursts, the more multi-band temporal and spectral
information we can obtain for each burst, the better chance we have of putting con-
straints on their emission and therefore underlying spectral parameters. In particular,
multi-wavelength observations will help us constrain the characteristic frequencies (and
their corresponding fluxes) of the spectrum, helping to break some of the degeneracy
between various physical GRB parameters. In addition to this, however, there is a real
need from a theoretical standpoint to better understand the microphysics of relativis-
tic shocks (through, for example, long timescale particle-in-cell simulations) and place
tighter constraints on the electron energy index p, as well as the parameters e and
B, both of which can in principle take on a wide range of values (spanning orders of
magnitude) and contribute to large uncertainty in the expected flux.
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Figure 1. Top Left, Model 1: Flux as a function of time using densities from
a distribution centered around 0.1 cm−3, a mean energy of E = 1050erg, a mean
Lorentz factor of 50, a mean redshift of 0.3, a fixed value of p = 2.3, and e and
B drawn from a Gaussian with a mean of 0.01. For the tidal ejecta component, we
assumed an ejecta velocity βi = 0.1. Top Right, Model 2: Same as Model 1 in
left panel, but with e and B drawn from a Gaussian with a mean of 0.1 and 0.01
respectively. Bottom Left, Model 3: Flux as a function of time using distributions
of parameters mimicking those from the multi-wavelength fits of Fong et al. (2015).
Densities are from a distribution centered around 0.005 cm−3 with a large spread
(∼ 2.5 orders of magnitude), a mean energy of E = 1051erg, a mean redshift of 0.5,
a mean value of p = 2.43. The parameters e and B are both drawn from a Gaussian
with a mean of 0.1. The Lorentz factor employed is Γ = 50. Bottom Right, Model
4: Same as Model 3, but with less spread in the density distribution (a standard
deviation of 1.25 orders of magnitude as opposed to 2.5 orders of magnitude).
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GW170817
Figure 2. Left panel: Fraction of GRBs with off-axis emission (solid lines) and
tidal ejecta emission (dotted lines) above 100µJy at low redshifts (relevant to the
sensitivity of aLIGO in detecting gravitational waves from neutron star mergers), for
models 2 - 4 described in Figure 1). Right panel: The fraction from the left panel
multiplied by the sGRB differential distribution as a function of z. Details on the
distribution used are described in the text. Note we have marked the distance of the
neutron star merger/gamma-ray burst GW170817 for reference.
3.1. Prospects for ”Orphan" Components, and EM Detections Coincident with
aLIGO
Because the off-axis and tidal ejecta components are quasi-isotropic, we can ask what
fraction of these components we might detect in the radio, if the GRB jet is not di-
rected toward us (such that the prompt gamma-ray signal is not detected). With the
successful detection of gravitational waves from astrophysical events (Abbott et al.
2016), and in particular the detection of gravitational waves and electromagnetic emis-
sion from GW170817 Abbott et al. (2017), we have definitively entered a new era of
multi-messenger astronomy.
The left panel of Figure 2 shows the fraction of GRBs with tidal ejecta (dot-
ted lines) and off-axis components (solid lines) that fall above a conservative limit of
100µJy out to a redshift z ∼ .15 (relevant to aLIGO’s design sensitivity in detecting
a GW signal from a DNS). We show curves for models 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 1, under
the assumption that we have full time coverage (i.e. that we are pointing our tele-
scopes at the GRB at the time of the peak). We find that for the models that mimic the
observed/fitted sGRB parameters from Fong et al. (2015), we expect to detect the quasi-
isotropic radio emission component in ∼ 10 − 20% of events that occur at distances to
which aLIGO will be (at design specification) sensitive to NS mergers (∼ 100Mpc).
Note that at the distance of GW170817 (40 Mpc or z=0.009783), we expect to detect
the off-axis radio component from the sGRB jet and it appears that this component was
indeed detected (Alexander et al. 2017b). The right panel of Figure 2 shows this frac-
tion multiplied by a fiducial sGRB differential redshift distribution, modeled after the
solid line in Figure 4 of Guetta & Piran (2006) - a distribution of redshift that peaks
at about z = 0.5 and falls off gradually to zero by z ∼ 2. The left and right panels of
Figure 3 are similar to Figure 2, but extended to a redshift of 2.
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Figure 3. Left panels: Fraction of GRBs with off-axis emission (green) and tidal
ejecta emission (cyan) above 100µJy as a function of redshift, for the Models 3 (top)
and 4 (bottom) described in Figure 1. Right panels: The fraction from the left
panels multiplied by the sGRB differential distribution as a function of z. Details on
the distribution used are described in the text.
4. The Future of sGRBs with ngVLA
The ngVLA - with its broad spectral range and sensitivity - will allow us for the first
time to better discriminate between different components of sGRB emission and eluci-
date the physics behind these fascinating events.
We can get additional important information on short gamma-ray bursts if there
is rapid follow-up (< 1 day) in the radio - this will give the best chance of detecting
the reverse shock emission component, and the ngVLA may afford us this opportunity.
The circumburst density must also be low enough to allow for a slow-cooling reverse
shock (as mentioned in Laskar et al. (2013, 2016)), but such densities are expected for
compact object binary progenitors of sGRBs.
The detectable radio components to DNS or NS-BH or mergers are not necessar-
ily easy to distinguish given the observed range of sGRB physical parameters (in other
words, the distributions of sGRB parameters based on afterglow fits give a wide spread
in their radio flux values). However, detecting the time of the peak of each emission
component is perhaps the biggest distinguishing factor (see Figure 1), and spectral in-
formation constraining the peak flux of each component is crucial. The ngVLA’s wider
spectral coverage will be crucial in separating these components.
The fraction of sGRBs with an off-axis “orphan” component detectable in the
radio (at late times when the blast wave is non-relativistic and the emission is no longer
beamed) and potentially coincident with a gravitational wave signal from a DNS merger
is ∼ 0.1 at distances to which aLIGO would be sensitive to such a signal. This statement
is of course model dependent. However, for a reasonable set of models based on the
Fong et al. (2015) fits to sGRB afterglow data, we expect to detect the quasi-isotropic
radio emission for about 10% (for the tidal ejecta emission) and up to 20% (for the
off-axis emission) of sGRBs at a redshift of z ∼ 0.15. For shorter distances (e.g. the
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distance of GW170817 of 40 Mpc or z=0.009783), there is a very high probability to
detect the radio emission from the off-axis jet component for most fiducial models. At
larger distances, the detectable fraction of these quasi-isotropic components falls off
significantly.
The radio emission is a key piece of the puzzle in understanding GRB emission
and combining ngVLA observations with additional multi-wavelength follow-up will
allow us to constrain the underlying physics of the outflow producing short gamma-ray
bursts. Efforts in this vein are particularly timely in light potential additional detections
by aLIGO of gravitational wave emission from a double neutron star merger. A bet-
ter understanding of the various components of electromagnetic emission from these
objects will provide a more complete picture of these systems and ultimately help us
understand their role in the context of stellar evolution in the universe.
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